The inverse operator technique used for the treatment of magnetic field influence on transport processes in polyatomic gases is extended to the case where the spherical approximation for the relaxation coefficient of [W]P [/]? polarizations cannot be used. The general procedure is outlined and subsequently illustrated for the magnetic field influence on the heat conductivity.
Introduction
The inverse operator technique previously used by Kagan and Maksimov 1 , Tip, Levi and McCourt 2 , Coope and Snider 3 and Eggermont, Vestner and Knaap 4 is an effective and transparent method to treat transport properties in polyatomic gases under the influence of an external magnetic field In the papers mentioned it is assumed that a specified kind of rotational angular momentum polarization ([JF] /J [7] 9 ) is responsible for the Senftleben-
Beenakker effect [W = (m/2 k B T)
x > 2 (C -(c)) is the dimensionless peculiar velocity, J is the dimensionless operator for the rotational angular momentum, p and q are the ranks of the corresponding irreducible tensors [W] p and [J] q and the bracket (...) means a nonequilibrium average]. From experiments 5 it is known that for almost all molecules the combination p = 0, q = 2 determines the field effect on the viscosity and p = l, q = 2 the field effect on the heat conductivity. But for the field effect on viscosity of NH;} there is also a strong p = 2, q= 1 contribution.
The Liouville operator £ = (l/n0)o;[ , fl-J]_ (n0 is the number density, co is the Larmor frequency and h is a unit vector in the direction of the magnetic field) which governs the free precessional motion of the molecular rotational angular momenta of linear diamagnetic non-polar molecules is diagonal with respect to a basis of expansion tensors written in spherical notation 5a ,
[/] f (which may still be multiplied with polynomials in ' . This is called the "spherical approximation" since it is valid for a purely spherical potential 8 . Thus the spherical approximation can be expected to work very well for molecules with small nonsphericity of their interaction, e. g. the hydrogen isotopic molecules, but it may be somewhat doubtful for all other molecules.
If the spherical approximation cannot be used, another basis set of expansion tensors is convenient, namely the totally irreducible L th rank tensors
But now the Liouville operator £ is not diagonal with respect to L and, in general, it induces couplings between L-values which differ by 0, ± 1. In the following chapter it is shown how the inverse operator technique can be extended to this more general case. It should be mentioned, that the Senftleben-Beenakker effect of the heat conductivity without spherical approximation had already been treated by Tip 9 in 1967 with a different method.
Inverse Operator Technique
In Ref. 4 it has been shown that a tensorial transport coefficient in the dilute gas regime can be expressed as
with [@]n being a spherical / th rank tensor ( -/ ^ n, n /) chosen according to the physical situation which is considered. For the viscosity tensor, e.g., one has 1 = 2 and [Q]n = V2 [JV]n while for the heat conductivity tensor one has / = 1 and
e is the internal rotational energy divided by k\)T).
In the 1 /R method 3 ' 4 , the collision operator R is written as a sum R = R ( 
i + R" ( j where R",j exclusively couples tensors containing [J]'
1 with q 0 with tensors depending only on W and J' 2 , and where R,/ accounts for all the other couplings. Defining R,/ as R,/ + i £, one expands now (/? + i£) _1 in powers of R, n i as follows:
One verifies easily that in A,,,/ the term independent of R",i has no magnetic field dependence and that the term linear in R,ni vanishes. To look at the field dependence, only the contribution A^n' which is quadratic in R"d has to be considered: (9) •(-•)'-'-* (JLi'!) t>r.l@(*)l, and one finally obtains for the field dependent part of the transport coefficient:
• 3 r pq ) ,3(^)/I Lnfni) 2 (l+i s CO r pq ) ~1 .
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If one does not use the spherical approximation, one rather works with the coupling scheme
Note that p-q\^L,L'<,p + q. With
( Rnd [ <I>"'<] M ) o = ( -I) ''"" "" -^rel 3 (lq) I <hj *Mm (12)
which may be considered as the equation defining the cross section 3 {pq) i one finds 
where the 3 (pq) L jjje positive quantities defined analogously to the &(pq)i and where 
Observing the identity and by using some Racah algebra, we can express the Fn L in terms of 6 j-and 3/-symbols:
Equation (17) shows that L' = L, Li. 1 and that the following symmetries hold:
Equation (18) In the next section, as an example the Senftleben-Beenakker effect of the heat conductivity will be studied.
Example: Magnetic Field Influence on the Heat Conductivity
For the Senftleben-Beenakker effect of the heat conductivity usually the Kagan polarization
is taken as the decisive angular momentum polarization, i.e. p = l, q = 2, 1 L, Z/f^3. From Eq. (17) one calculates easily the F% L (1,2) matrices for n = 0, + 1: 
where r L = r L (1,2).
oi-r2 r3
The relative change of the heat conductivity parallel to the magnetic field, AÄ^/X = AX\xj/X is then, according to Eq. (<£><a) being the normalized translational and rotational heat flux, respectively) determines the magnitude of the Senftleben-Beenakker effect. In spherical approximation, one has T t = r 2 = r 3 = r and the well-known result 10 -
is recovered. Similarly one finds for n = i 1: In spherical approximation Eq. (25) reduces to
in agreement with well-known results 10 . For the saturation value of the ratio AX^-jAX^ one infers from Eqs. (21), (25):
which, in spherical approximation, yields the value of f. Finally, the transverse coefficient 
The saturation ratio, given by Eq. (27), may, in general, differ appreciably from the value f for molecules with large nonsphericity. Concerning the field dependence of the parallel, perpendicular and transverse effects, respectively, the formulae are the same for the Senftleben-Beenakker elfects of diffusion and thermal diffusion in mixtures of polyatomic gases with noble gases. 
